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About This Game

About

Revolve is a Physics based Action/Puzzle Platformer. You play as Reevo, drone on wheels who is trying to escape a dystopian
world. You can use speed boosts, brake, jump or switch gravity.

Triggeractive

But you don't control Reevo directly! Each of these 4 actions requires energy. Reevo's energy refills automatically, but slowly,
so it's important to time your actions and see how he reacts in the world. It's basic physics: you trigger the action & Reevo reacts

in the world...
Trigger actions & reaction...

Features

Momentum & physics based gameplay

70 Levels with inverted gravity, wall-rides and zero gravity

Race against other player's ghosts
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Leaderboards & achievements..

Includes Level Editor
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Title: Revolve
Genre: Action, Indie
Developer:
Rusty Bolt
Publisher:
Rusty Bolt
Release Date: 14 Feb, 2017

 7ad7b8b382 

Minimum:

OS: Windows 7 , Windows 8, Windows 10

Processor: Intel i3 or AMD equivalent

Memory: 4 GB RAM

Graphics: ATI or Nvidia Videocard with at least 256MB, or Intel GMA 950 or newer

DirectX: Version 9.0

Storage: 5 GB available space

English,French,German,Dutch,Russian,Italian,Japanese,Polish,Simplified Chinese
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Where to start.....Revolve is awesome! Beautiful colors, great sound track, levels progress with difficulty nicely, and just an
overall blast. Challenging but relaxing at the same time, if that makes sense.
My only grip would be is the mechanic of when you need to jump and use your boost, seems like both are drained together even
when you only use one.
Now this is probably coded this way for a reason to make it more of a challenge, but its gets a little frustrating at times.
Other than that, the game is def worth it!. Revolve was showcased @ Indigo 2017 by Dutch Game Garden. Bought the game the
same day to play it with my son. Nominated the game for the Steam 'Defies Description' award.. Revolve plays like it states on
the tin, a minimalist inertia based platformer. You control a space bike traversing ever more challenging levels from left to right
(essentially only in that direction) by providing input to it's primary\/jump thrusters, brake, and some sort of gravity inverter.

It's designed to be played in self contained stages that realistically take only 2 minutes to clock each. The physics behave
intuitively enough to effectively time leaps over deadly red glowing exposed power conduits (that make up the only hazard I've
discovered so far), and yet it's compact layout, lack of time limit and gentle vangelis-esque soundtrack keep this simple premise
from being either too frustrating or straight boring.

It's not a title to immerse yourself in, and here-in lies my only complaint. The soundtrack stops jarringly after each death returns
you to the begining of the stage; and I personally think it'd add something to the gameplay flow if the low key track just
strummed away regardless of your untimely demise and immediate ressurection. That's a pure stylistic observation on my part
though.

Pros - relaxing title that tests your hand eye co-ordination in a lushly drawn 2d space world. Perfect for someone looking for
down time from more grueling games, Revolve requires minimal time investment to become accomplished at and the bite sized
levels mean you can put it down and pick it up whenever.

Cons - lack of enough time in each stage to enjoy the soundtrack, and after an hour or sos playtime im yet to discover any
change in aesthetic\/stage backdrop.
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